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To twist Madonna’s words, I am living in a
video world, and now I am a video girl. I
love watching and creating videos.
Because I have experience in both, I want
to share what I’ve learned.
Originally, I intended to focus more
calculator videos, but learning how to
make great instructional videos is the same
as how to make great calculator videos, as long as you have the calculator
simulator.
Why should even we bother talking about
using videos?
What could students gain from video
content, if anything?
Why might students prefer video over
regular instruction?

Most especially, why would we bother with
online video content for a brick-and-mortar
class where you can see and talk to the
instructor during class?
The University of Wisconsin (UW) – Madison
has, for several years now, been using a
special type of video called lecture
capturing, which records not short videos
but videos of the entire lecture live, as the professor is giving the lecture to the
classroom. At any point after a given lecture, all of the students in the face-toface class have access to the recorded lecture online.
UW – Madison conducted a study on student attitudes toward lecture capture
with students who were mostly experienced with taking lecture capture courses.
They found that an overwhelming majority of students, 82%, prefer taking
courses with lecture capture to those without, so much so that most students,
60%, are willing to pay extra for that privilege.
So why are all of these students clamoring
to get video content when they have such
direct contact with the instructor? What
does video have that the live instructor
does not? Here are the three biggest
advantages video gives students over a
face-to-face classroom.
1. Students can access the content any
time of the day or night. If they happen to miss a class, they don’t miss a word.
2. When watching videos, students can pause to catch up, rewind if they didn’t
get something, and fast forward over parts they already know.
3. Students can watch these videos over and over again. My best students watch
the hardest content repeatedly until it becomes familiar, until they understand.

This past summer, we redesigned our online
statistics course for a new textbook, and we
decided to incorporate lots of video. I
created over fifty videos: four to orient
students to the course, calculator videos for
each major function we use, and content
videos for each section of each chapter of
the text.
Though I don’t have formal data, I can see the difference that these videos are
making in our online classes. We are seeing better engagement, better retention
of students, and better learning as my
online students have consistently been
outscoring face-to-face students on
identical midterm and final exams, which
rarely if ever happened before the videos.
To make sure students are watching the
videos, I require that they do one discussion
post critiquing each chapter’s set of videos.
Here is what they’ve said:

Salmon Khan – a hedge fund analyst who
created math videos for his little cousins
and shared them on YouTube – reads a
handful of letters from the hundreds he
receives daily by students passionate
about his videos. After one summer’s
worth of Khan Academy videos, one
student brought himself from being
mathematically deficient to earning a
perfect score on the placement exam. “I can say without a doubt that you
changed my life and the lives of everyone in my family.”
John Orlando, program director and
educational technology leader, says faculty
sometimes shy away from using video
content in the classroom, believing that we
need to do 100% of our own lecturing.
Instead, we should “think of videos as a way
to bring the best learning resources to your
students” (Faculty Focus). Using video
content, world-renowned experts in nearly
every field are available to guest lecture in our classrooms at our beck and call.
We should open the door and invite them in.

Orlando goes on to say we should be
curators of content rather than producers,
gathering up the very best the world has to
offer on a subject and organizing these
resources into one flowing course
experience.
My mom has always been an avid collector
of early Americana, curating all of the
perfect pieces in her house – cupboards, Shaker boxes, iron candle stands, and
lights that often fail to live up to that name. So I love thinking of myself and other
educators as curators of knowledge and learning – collecting the top resources
relevant to our particular subject and arranging these resources to optimize the
complete learning experience.
Even so, I don’t think we should have to
choose between being curators and
producers: I think we should do both.
Why reinvent the wheel when you can easily
find the perfect content item that matches
your course? Collecting seems natural.
When content cannot be easily found or does
not exist, we must create. Students would
also benefit from a welcome and orientation video made by their own instructor
that customizes and personalizes the
course.
If we are going to collect, we need to know
how. Where do we look? Where can we
go? How do you find the perfect content
for your course?

With twenty-four hours of video uploaded
every minute of every day and over two
billion views each day, YouTube is the
natural first choice for finding video content
of every sort including educational. Using
YouTube’s search engine, you can type in a
keyword or idea and instantly find related
videos.

My favorite YouTuber, Vi Hart, makes her passion for mathematical shapes,
symmetry, and patterns contagious. Vi, a mathemusician, lived in YouTube
obscurity until she began posting math doodling videos like Infinity Elephants and
the story of Wind and Mr. Ug. With these videos, Vi went viral with 3 million
views in 3 months.
Because YouTube is free and easy, it gets
the lion’s share of video content, but
YouTube’s fifteen minute time limit can be
too restrictive. TeacherTube gives an
educational alternative with no time
restrictions. Teachers are turning on the
TeacherTube and posting some great stuff
here.

In response to TeacherTube and similar
educational alternatives, YouTube
created a spot for colleges and
universities to post educational content:
YouTube EDU. Educational YouTube
accounts have no size restriction, which is
awesome, but you may be waiting
months to get your regular YouTube
account converted to an EDU account.
MIT actually pioneered the open education
movement ten years ago through the MIT
OpenCourseWare initiative where they
began publishing entire courses of lecture
video online. Ten years may not seem that
long ago, but when you consider that
YouTube has only existed for six years, ten
years’ time takes on an entirely new
meaning.
Today, thousands of schools have joined
MIT in pushing out video content to the
world. To collect and contain this content,
several educational video aggregators have
emerged, with iTunes U being the best
known and most popular, though perhaps
not the easiest to use since you must view
all content through iTunes instead of
directly through the web.

To get around the need for iTunes, we can
turn to Academic Earth, an aggregate site
dedicated to collecting and hosting entire
courses of videos from “the world’s top
scholars,” which equates to almost all of the
courses coming from Ivy League schools
with the possible and notable exception of
Khan Academy courses.
A disadvantage of Academic Earth
is that not all students are ready for
Ivy League education, but there is a
lower level alternative.
WatchKnow.Org is a similar
aggregator of educational video
content in Wiki form targeting a
much younger and less advanced
crowd. There are a few upper level
mathematical videos here to
choose from.
If you’ve never seen TED, you’re missing the
best lectures in the world, available for free.
Though I’m sure the online experience is
nothing like being there in person, I am
awesomely inspired by the top TED Talks.
The learning that takes place through TED
has a power like no other because all of the
speakers have such awe-inspiring messages
with perfect delivery.

Sir Ken Robinson, whom my friend
rechristened Sir Ted, is an educational
visionary who inspires and amuses like no
other TEDster can. Sir Ken does have some
critics, though, who claim that he spouts
witticisms and criticisms but never gives real,
practical advice on how to actually do
anything. Regardless of whether you love
him or loathe him, there is no denying that the man has charisma.
Speaking of TED Talks, our letter reader
Salman Khan spoke at TED demonstrating
how his academy has evolved into more
than just a library of thousands of
educational videos on just about every
subject: Khan Academy now contains
progressive exercise for students,
certifications of subject mastery, and some
exciting tracking features for teachers and coaches. The academy paired with Los
Altos school district to flip classrooms, which means that students watched
lectures at home, were held accountable for the content of those lectures
through related exercises, and came into the classroom to work on group projects
and activities that deepened learning like never before.
Khan Academy gained notoriety early on through its YouTube channel, which now
has nearly 50 million views – more than Stanford, Harvard, Yale, MIT, and any
other educational channel on YouTube.

So we have YouTube, TeacherTube, iTunes
U, Academic Earth, Watch Know, and the
Khan Academy as resources, and we are
really just scratching the surface of what is
out there. Why would we need to create
our own?
Even with billions to choose from, we
often will not be able to find exactly the right video. And, even if we could,
personalizing courses with your own video content gives students a chance to get
to know you in a way they never could otherwise.
So the next natural question is, how do we
go about creating videos? The multitude of
tools available to do just that is nearly as
overwhelming as the number of videos
themselves. I’ll stick with just these tools
shown on the left, which are the ones I’m
most familiar with plus popular tools you
might already have.
I’ve broken tools down into hardware and
software. The hardware tools shown here
get more and more practical as you move
toward the right, with SMART Boards
being very expensive, tablets pretty
expensive, and smart pens and flips
relatively inexpensive. The mic options
provide audio for the SMART Board or
tablet.

SMART Boards are often too expensive for
exclusively creating video, but many
institutions have at least one SMART
Board that faculty could access during off
hours to create video content. Being able
to write, draw, switch colors, and erase
with ease on such an enormous canvas is
worth taking advantage of, especially if
you already have the resource.
The tablet PC is about one and a half to two
times the cost of a regular laptop, but the
Dell Tablet XT2 functions as both a regular
laptop and a tablet, giving 1) the ability to
capture writing and drawing across multiple
applications including PowerPoint, Word,
and Paint, 2) a touch screen, and 3) multitouch scrolling and sizing capabilities. This
tablet is like a SMART Board you can stick in your satchel and take home with you
so that you can talk to yourself in private.
In order to effectively use SMART Boards
and tablets for recording, you’ll need a mic.
For recording with the SMART Board or for
any live presentation, a wireless lapel
microphone that has computer connectivity
is your best option. For recording with PCs,
you can record with an internal mic, which
most have, but you’ll get better sound with
an inexpensive microphone headset.

If you aren’t committed enough to videos
yet to invest thousands, and most aren’t,
there are two really good alternatives for
around $200 that will create digital video
content where you can still draw diagrams,
charts, and graphs, and write out equations
in real time as you record your voice,
explaining the steps of the problem. Smart
pens like the Echo will do exactly that, recording pen movements and voice
through their special pens and paper.
Smart pens can be restrictive and
proprietary, though, since you cannot draw
in color and you must continually buy
vendor paper and ink refills. These
problems can be solved with one simple,
elegant, and now inexpensive solution:
using a digital video camera. Just as Vi Hart
does, you can mount a video camera so that
it will record only your hand and paper as you write, draw, and talk students
through the material.
To mount the video camera above your
writing area, you can use some sort of clip,
bracing, or tripod. Inexpensive webcams
come with clips that can be attached to an
overhead shelf or floor lamp. Flip cameras,
which record some of the best consumer
quality video available, are very reasonably
priced and can be mounted from tripods.

Using SMART Boards or PCs to create video,
you will still need software to record. No
matter which tool you choose – be it the
SMART Board, PC, smart pen, or video
camera – you’ll probably want software to
edit and produce the video. Ideally, you
should find a place to host and stream other
than Blackboard or D2L, which won’t stream
and where duplicating video across courses eats up digital space. The software
tools above get more practical as you move down the list, with the last four being
free or conditionally free.
Lecture capturing is by far the most
expensive form of educational video
recording, but capturing certainly has its
advantages. Instructor effort for creating
the video is minimal, in addition to teaching
classes as usual. Students who miss a class
have a recording of everything said and
done in their absence. Lecture-capturing
systems are often campus-wide where the license can serve hundreds of classes
rather than just a handful.
I currently record lectures using Wimba
Classroom, even though Wimba was not
originally designed to be a lecture
capturing system. Wimba has the
capability to share audio, share entire
screens, share video from a webcam,
and record everything for hours without
crashing. Since Wimba Classroom is a
service our university already, I can
record classes at very little extra cost to the university. Your institution may also
provide Wimba Classroom or Elluminate, which is similar and can also record.

Lecture capturing is great for students who
miss class and want every detail, but many
online students would rather not sit
through an entire face-to-face class lecture,
especially when some of the maintenance,
activities, and interaction do not relate to
them. For high quality short videos that
cater better to the online audience,
Camtasia Studio offers the best option, capturing what is on your screen. (Adobe
Captivate will do screen capturing, as well, but is much more expensive and
complex to use.)
Camtasia Studio not only records the screen,
audio, and video, but Camtasia also provides
user friendly video editing to easily cut out
spaces, ums, and mistakes. Fancier bells
and whistles in Camtasia are awesome, too,
but I recommend sticking with the basics for
your first few videos to save time and effort
and to avoid the temptation of overusing
new frills.
Finding one video format all students can
play is absolutely impossible, but YouTube
is by far the most ubiquitous video option,
playing on almost any device with very few
exceptions. In addition, YouTube is free, is
easy to use, is easy to embed in websites,
D2L, and Blackboard, and provides some
awesome stats on who is watching.

Jing by TechSmith, the same company
making Camtasia, is completely free and
great for very short screencasts – quick and
dirty – with no editing and screenshots with
minimal editing. The beauty of Jing is that
the software is so easy to use. With three to
four clicks, you can take a screen image or
recording of a simple how-to, and email it
off to a student.
SMART Boards come packaged with two
pieces of software, SMART Notebook and
SMART Board tools. SMART Notebook
provides nice educational graphics and
functionality. SMART Board Tools include a
SMART Recorder that will capture the screen,
like Jing and Camtasia Studio, for up to two
or more hours, depending on the computer
speed, making the SMART Recorder an awesome and practically free way to do
lecture capturing with a SMART Board. Even when not using a SMART Board,
having a SMART Board anywhere on campus allows you to install the SMART
Notebook and SMART Board tools because the software license is campus-wide.
Another video software free with hardware
purchase is iMovie, which comes packaged
with every iMac or MacBook. I use iMovie
to edit lecture captures since iMovie can
handle enormous files while Camtasia
Studio cannot.
If lecture capturing and in need a good
editor, visit a Mac Lab or a classroom with a
Mac.

Calculator videos were among the first I
made for online stats students. I use the
TI-84 emulator and still images of
PowerPoint slides. I record and edit with
Camtasia Studio, and I host on YouTube.
I use a few videos from other professors.
When I go re-watch these older videos,
they seem unpolished, slow, and very
rough.
When we converted to a new text last
summer, I created one brief content
video for each section of the text. I
used PowerPoint, my tablet PC, and
Camtasia Studio. Camtasia’s F9
shortcut key was a lifesaver, letting
me pause before each slide to collect
my thoughts and rehearse. Even then,
I spent hours editing each ten minute
video. In hindsight, scripting may
have taken about the same amount of time while greatly improving video quality.
JK Rowling, my hero, is often asked how to
write great novels. You learn to write great
novels, she advises, by reading great
novels. Some of the world’s top directors
never went to film school but learned by
watching great movies and dissecting what
made them great. If we can find common
characteristics that help others achieve
creative greatness, we will have a recipe to do the same.

Because consumer-created videos have
the same resource limitations we do,
unlike professionals, I strongly
recommend finding YouTubers you
enjoy and subscribing. Watch lots of
videos and analyze what makes them
great. My favorites include the Vlog
Brothers, who got started by vowing to
video blog to each other every single day
of 2007, and Sister Salad, a spinoff of the brothers, as well as Vi Hart and Khan
Academy.
Sister Salad, featuring sisters Liz and
Alexandra with hand cameos by InvisiSis,
became popular after posting the Yo
Comments are Wack video in response to
hateful comments on a Vlog Brothers video.
Both Sister Salad and Vlog Brothers appeal
to a younger generation. Vlog Brothers can
be crass with narcissistic tendencies, unfortunately, though that doesn’t show up
as much in earlier videos. Sister Salad is decidedly and deliberately quirky, which
is why I love them, but these YouTubers may very well not appeal to you. Check
out Sal Khan and other channels until you find YouTubers right for you.
When taking the effort to make videos,
professors want to be sure the videos will be
watched. YouTube provides detailed stats
for users on their most watched videos.
Before creating videos, though, lurk and
watch the tube to find the best, most
watched content. Study these videos to see
what makes them great.

Vlog Brothers, Sister Salad, Sal Khan, Vi Hart,
and TED Talks are all completely awesome
and have several characteristics in common
which I believe are characteristics that make
their videos good. All produce very short
videos with condensed content. Khan takes
entire course lectures and distills everything
down to ten to twenty minutes generally.
TED Talks are between eight and twenty minutes. Vi Hart and Sister Salad stay
under ten minutes with the Vlog Brothers keeping videos under four.
To make videos great, content should be distilled as much as absolutely possible,
presenting only what is absolutely necessary. This approach is different from the
repetitive and free flowing class time, but holding attention online is ten times
harder than face-to-face.
I don’t know if you’ve noticed, but here in
the South, we like to talk slow but that won’t
cut the mustard here. Vlog Brothers keep
videos short is by talking fast. Hank,
especially, is the king of fast talk with John a
close second. The sisters, Vi, and Sal speed
talk as well. TED Talks are not quite up to
speed but TEDsters speak to a live theatre
audience rather than a camera.

The secret to speed talking, at least for
me, is scripting. To quickly say exactly
what we want while speaking well
requires at least some planning. I do
much better with a full script, and I
think most of my favorites do as well,
though Khan can speak pretty well with
no scripting or planning. Certainly our
author, John Green, has some lovely
self-dialogue with his well written scripts.
I have to appreciate the polish and
finesse that comes across in each and
ever TED Talk. Such finesse requires lots
of hard work, planning, and organization.
TED as a whole is elaborately designed
and organized, but also each individual
presentation seems organized down to
the second. That attention to detail
really pays off with some of the best
lectures ever delivered.
As we saw in Yo Comments are Wack,
the sisters love variety. We see them
in different locations with different
outfits and different disguises doing
different movements – and always,
constantly moving.
Khan Academy videos are successful in
part because we are watching the hand
move across the blackness as the solution moves into existence.

Vi’s videos are condensed and fast talking
and scripted and organized and varied.
But the thing Vi does best is her passion:
passion for shapes and symmetry and
geometry and patterns. Vi also conveys
disdain for the lack of passion in most
mathematics classrooms, which is hard
for me as a math instructor to hear, but I
concede that she has a point. We need to
be more excited about the infinite awesomeness before us.
Influenced by my favorite YouTubers,
particularly Vi Hart and Sister Salad, I tried to
apply what I learned, including these six
attributes and more. Though I’ll never be as
wonderful as my favorites, I am continually
improving.
This video about z-scores is my first
adventure in scripting. I found that, from the
time I saved editing, writing an entire script was not nearly as time consuming as I
had thought it would be.
Not just a curator of content and
knowledge, I like to curate images and
videos, as well. For this presentation, I’ve
borrowed image and video content from a
wide variety of sources all over the web. I
have also used a handful of student images
from Austin Peay’s PR Department.

